We report a density functional theory study of ZnO cluster doped with Eu and Mg along with native point defects using the generalized gradient approximation including the Hubbard parameter. The Zn atomic positions are found to be energetically more favorable doping sites than O. The Eu has a lower formation energy than Zn and O vacancies, helps in lowering the formation energy of point defects and induces spin polarization. Mg is less favorable dopant energetically and is not inducing any magnetism in the cluster. Presence of Eu and point defects along with Mg can help in sustaining spin polarization, implying that transition metal and rare earth dopant is a favorable combination to invoke desirable properties in ZnO based materials. Eu-Eu doping pair prefers ferromagnetic orientation and a spin flip is induced by Eu in the Eu-Mg configuration. Further, Eu doping increases the value of static refractive index and optical absorption in the UV region compared to the undoped ZnO cluster.
Introduction
Cluster science is an interesting area in materials research, as clusters are often envisaged as building blocks for nanoscale materials, starting ''from the bottom up'' wherein the properties can be tuned by varying the size and composition [1] . Clusters serve as ideal model systems with well-defined structures and selection rules, and in this size regime, quantum confinement effects come into play.
Therefore, the interplay of structural, magnetic and electronic properties become prominent and can be tuned by the variation in size, composition and defects in the clusters [2, 3] . The occurrence of cluster geometries is widely reported for a range of materials that encompass dilute magnetic semiconductors as well. Among them, ZnO nanoparticles continue to attract significant attention from both academic and industrial researchers due to their unique properties, such as high exciton binding energy (60 meV), wide band gap, and cost-effective synthesis methods. These properties can be harnessed in a variety of applications such as environmental sensors, photodetectors and transistors based on ZnO quantum dots (QDs) [4] [5] [6] . Rare earth (RE) dopants have been known to affect the electronic structures of semiconductors in general [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In addition, formation of defect complexes involving RE elements has been shown to play a key role in the optoelectronic properties of ZnO [5] . Among the RE atoms, Eu is of special interest, as Eu-doped wide band gap semiconductors exhibit many potential optoelectronic applications because of the partially filled Eu 4f states that introduce remarkable optical characteristics [16] [17] [18] . Eu can be easily incorporated into the cation sites in ZnO nanoparticles [16, 19] . Eu-doped ZnO nanocrystals possessing high crystallinity that have been prepared by nano emulsion method exhibited changes in magnetic properties with concentration [20] . Moreover, Eu doping concentrations are shown to affect the size, crystal structure and optical properties of nano dimensional ZnO. Co-doping ZnO nanocrystals with RE elements and transition metals (TMs) has also been reported to enhance the optical activity. Specifically, Eu ? Mg is a favorable dopant combination, as the presence of a greater number of defect species created by the Mg incorporation helps in stabilizing Eu ions in the ZnO nanosheet [21, 22] . In addition, Mg dopants is perfect to tune the band structure for deep UV applications as it widens the ZnO band gap. Irrespective of the experimental reports on RE and TM doped ZnO nanomaterials, the electronic and magnetic properties of Eu doped ZnO clusters in presence of another TM dopant and native point defects has not been investigated in detail. Nevertheless, it is very important to understand the interplay of dopants and point defects in ZnO cluster. Here we report the findings yielded by a density functional theory (DFT) study of Eu-doped Zn 12 O 12 clusters with and without native point defects, such as Zn and O vacancies (V Zn and V O ). As part of this investigation, we also conducted co-doping in the cluster with Eu and Mg, in presence of native defects, to understand the changes in structural, magnetic, and electronic properties of the ZnO cluster.
Computational Methodology
The DFT calculations were carried out using the plane wave based VASP package [23, 24] . We utilized projected augmented wave method (PAW) based pseudo potentials [25] while the exchange and correlation were treated using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the Perdew-Burke-Erzenhof formalism (PBE) [26] . It is a wellknown fact that GGA cannot accurately describe the interactions of d and f electron systems, and to accurately describe the orbital interactions we included the Hubbard U parameter using the Dudarev's method as implemented in VASP [27] . For the dopant transition metal atom, the onsite d-d Coulomb exchange interactions were described using U = 4.0 eV and J = 1.0 eV, while the parameters U = 7.0 eV and J = 0.75 eV were adopted for the Eu atom. The choice of Hubbard parameters are taken from standard literature where reliable results are produced with these values [12] . Further, For the Eu atom, we have tested different U and J combinations and used the values that could reproduce experimental values reliably. An energy cut-off of 400 eV was chosen to accurately describe the plane waves included in the basis set. A Gamma-centered k grid was used to carry out the Brillouin zone integration. When simulating the cluster, we adopted the supercell method, which required enclosing it in a cubic box of 15 Å dimensions to ensure negligible interaction between the repeated images. Finally, the ZnO cluster was subjected to optimization such that the Hellmann-Feynman forces converge within a tolerance of 0.01 eV/Å .
Results and Discussion
Stability and Energetics of the Cluster Generally, the properties of ZnO based DMS materials are tuned by doping in bulk phase, and that suffers from low composition rates as well as local fluctuations. In comparison to bulk and thin films, clusters exhibit peculiar physical and chemical properties owing to the size effects and enhanced surface-to-volume ratio, which also helps in the doping of foreign atoms [28] . Hence, larger impurity concentrations can be achieved in clusters, compared to bulk, and by assembling these stable clusters, doped with impurity atoms can be used to synthesize new class of DMS materials. We have selected the Zn 12 O 12 cluster for our investigations, since it is the most stable geometry, denoted as the magic size cluster owing to its stability due to the cage-like structure [7] [8] [9] . Hence, this cluster geometry is a good precursor for investigating doped ZnO clusters.
It is possible to successfully stabilize the defects and dopants in this cluster geometry [10] , because the pristine ZnO nanoparticles are not suitable for practical applications due to uncontrollable defects [19] . The optimized cluster structure is shown in Fig. 1 . In this cluster, the coordination number of each atom is 3, and the atomic rings consist of 4 and 6 atoms. The uniqueness of this cluster geometry stems from all the atoms being located on the surface, which is effectively equivalent to ZnO nanoparticle or QD structures synthesized experimentally [19] . The Zn-O bond length in the optimized cluster is 1.83 Å , whereas in bulk wurtzite ZnO, the Zn-O bond Fig. 1 The optimized Zn 12 O 12 cluster. The O and Zn atoms are presented in red and grey color, respectively length is 1.99 Å . To understand the effect of point defects on stability, we introduce one V Zn and V O in the cluster and subjected to further optimization. Our findings revealed that, when V O is introduced, the Zn-O bond length in the vicinity of the defect changes to 1.91 Å , whereas bond length near V Zn changes to 1.82 Å . The formation energy (E f ) of defects is calculated using the expression (1) [29] and the results are reported in Table 1 .
where E D and E T are the total energies of defective and pristine clusters, respectively. The terms n i and l i , respectively, represent the number and chemical potential of the atoms added to/removed from the cluster, and which is dependent on the experimental growth conditions [30] . Hence chemical potentials can vary from a maximum Zn rich limit to a minimum limit. In the present calculations, we consider the Zn rich conditions. The chemical potentials for Zn, Eu, and Mg are calculated as the total energy of the corresponding bulk element in the most stable form.
For O, the chemical potential is calculated from the total energy of molecular O. The effect of charge in formation energy is not estimated, as no charged defects were included in these calculations. Our findings indicate that V Zn forms more easily relative to the V O , which is also indicated by the results obtained in previous studies pertaining to same-sized clusters [19] . Further, we introduce one Eu atom as well as an Mg atom in the cluster, replacing Zn and O atoms, one at a time. Our aim is to find, among Zn and O, which is the easily replaceable atom with Mg and Eu. It is to be noted that since the Zn 12 O 12 is a magic size cluster such that the coordination of both O and Zn atoms is three, and therefore any atomic position can be considered to do the doping, owing to the inherent cluster symmetry. Since, in the cluster, all the Zn positions, as well as all the O positions, are equivalent in terms of spatial arrangement and coordination, the doping can be carried out to any Zn or O position as these sites are equivalent. The formation energies (Table 1) show that Zn is preferable dopant site for both Eu and Mg which may be attributed to the comparable atomic sizes of these elements. It is seen that, among Eu and Mg, Eu is more stable dopant in the cluster, based on the lowest formation energies obtained. We continued the investigation by removing an O and Zn atom in both Eu doped and Mg doped clusters. The formation energies show that, the V Zn is more easily formed than V O in Eu doped clusters. The formation energies of vacancy formation in presence of Eu dopant is much lower than in pristine ZnO cluster with point defects. This is due to the easiness in breaking of bonds owing to the presence of much larger Eu atom in the cluster. Though V O is taking more energy to form, it is also more probable defect in Eu doped clusters than in otherwise undoped pristine cluster. Turning to the energetic trends in the Mg doping, formation energies are much larger, and which indicates that Mg is very difficult to get doped in the cluster. However, the presence of V Zn when Mg is doped to the Zn site is facilitating the doping to a small extent than V O . From the above trends in formation energy, it can be concluded that Eu doped to the Zn site is a favorable dopant in ZnO cluster and Eu can also assist the formation of native point defects. The ease of formation of defect complexes involving Eu and Mg than single point defects has also been observed in ZnO nanosheets previously [21, 22] . For further analysis of magnetic, electronic and optical properties, we have only taken the lowest energy doping configurations into consideration.
Magnetic Properties
Given that no magnetic moment is obtained from the optimized pristine ZnO cluster, different defect scenarios were examined to ascertain whether doping in presence of native point defects (O and Zn vacancies) would produce magnetism, since O and Zn are the most relevant defects reported for ZnO [31] . In addition, Mg with and without native defects, as well as Eu with and without native defects were considered. We also introduce Eu and Mg together with and without including native defects to understand different defect scenarios. Initially, the magnetic polarization was analyzed in the presence of V O and V Zn and the findings indicated that V O does not introduce any ferromagnetism (FM), while V Zn induces magnetic polarization in the system. Similar results were obtained in previous studies, confirming the role of native defects in stabilizing FM in ZnO [32, 33] . The total magnetic moment of the cluster in the presence of V Zn is 1.69 l B , with the largest value of local magnetic moment of 0.44 l B /atom obtained for the O atom. On the other hand, when Mg is introduced in the pristine cluster, no FM is observed. The introduction of V O along with Mg also couldn't invoke any FM in the cluster. However, the presence of Mg ? V Zn complex induces a total magnetic moment of 1.69 l B . Some of the O atoms also acquire magnetic moments as large as 0.3 l B in presence of Mg ? V Zn complex in the ZnO cluster. Next, an Eu atom is introduced, and the presence of Eu introduces magnetic moments, whereby a high magnetic moment of 5.02 l B / atom is obtained for a single Eu atom, which in turn induces magnetic polarization in the nearby atoms. The O atoms in presence of Eu in the cluster acquire strong magnetic moments (as large as 1.43 l B ); however, as some of the atoms acquire negative magnetization, the net magnetic moment reduces to 5.76 l B . Secondly, two Eu atoms without any other defects or dopants was introduced to the cluster to examine the possibility of ferromagnetic exchange coupling between an Eu-Eu pair. Interestingly, the magnetic moments of the two Eu atoms are oriented in opposite directions, and the total magnetic moment of the system is 2.85 l B . This is indicative of the origin of favorable FM in the cluster with increase in concentration of Eu atoms.
We also investigate the magnetic properties of the cluster in presence of Eu along with Mg without any additional defect. In this case, the cluster exhibited a total magnetic moment of -6.14 l B . The individual magnetic moments of Eu and Mg are -6.95 l B and 0.003 l B respectively. This weak magnetization of Mg atoms shows that it is difficult to establish magnetic polarization in the clusters with Mg atom alone, unless there exist significant amount of Eu atoms to establish the exchange coupling. To check the possibility of point defect mediated exchange, we have introduced V Zn and V O along with Eu and Mg dopants. The presence of V O induces magnetic moment to the Zn atoms up to maximum individual moments of 0.14 l B while Eu and Mg moments were -6.93 l B and 0.042 l B respectively with a total magnetic moment of -6.05 l B in the cluster. The induction of V Zn is also found to be favorable for magnetism in presence of Eu and Mg, as the magnetic moment turns out to be positive with a magnitude of 6.44 l B , though Mg shows zero moment. Both Zn and O atoms get magnetized with negative magnetic polarization with magnitudes of 0.2 l B and 0.3 l B respectively.
To investigate the preference of magnetic configurations the dopants might take, we have calculated the difference in total energies between FM and antiferromagnetic (AFM) alignment of Eu-Eu, Mg-Mg and Eu-Mg atoms doped to the Zn sites and presented in Table 2 , along with the magnetic moments. The difference between FM and AFM is calculated as, DE = E FM -E AFM . A positive value means that AFM is favored and vice versa. Interestingly, only for Eu-Eu dopant configuration, the FM is favored and for others, it is AFM. The Mg-Mg pair retained magnetic moments (0.590 l B , 0.255 l B ) only for the FM configuration, while for AFM the magnetic moments canceled out. For the Eu-Eu pair the total and local magnetic moments (0.51 l B , 0.64 l B ) are consistent for the FM and AFM configurations. For the Eu-Mg dopant atoms, even though the magnitudes are similar, the parallel orientation of spins turned out to be AFM after relaxation. This shows that the presence of Eu atom in the nearest neighbor position of Mg atom not only induces spin polarization, but also forces a spin flip. Hence from our investigation, it is evident that even though the TM atom Mg is not getting magnetized in the pristine ZnO cluster, the presence of point defects and RE dopant such as Eu can help in sustaining favorable magnetic interactions in the clusters, provided their concentration is enough to induce long range magnetic exchange.
Electronic and Optical Properties
We calculated the electronic density of states (DOS) of the clusters to gain further insight into the magnetic and electronic properties. The DOS for the pristine ZnO cluster, as well that including V O and V Zn , are shown in Fig. 2 . The pristine ZnO cluster is non-magnetic with a symmetric DOS in the up and down channels, as shown in Fig. 2a , and the material magnetism was not affected by introducing an V O , as indicated in Fig. 2b . However, when a V Zn is introduced, as shown in Fig. 2c , additional states appear in the spin down channel near the Fermi level (E F ), indicating the presence of spin polarization and FM. This explains the magnetic behavior of ZnO clusters in presence of V Zn . The O-p states and the Zn-d states are the main contributors to the DOS at the E F , in line with the findings yielded by previous studies focusing on ZnO nanostructures, where V Zn was shown to introduce magnetism in an otherwise undoped ZnO system [12, 19] . Figure 3 shows the electronic structure of ZnO cluster doped with Mg in three different cases, such as (a) without any additional defects (b) in presence of V O and (c) with V Z . The non-magnetic behavior of Mg doped ZnO cluster is evident from the DOS as well, as there is no spin splitting observed (panel a). The presence of V O is also not changing the magnetic character significantly. Conversely, V Zn introduces additional levels, resulting in asymmetric DOS at the E F , rendering the Zn 11 MgO 12 clusters to be ferromagnetic materials. The Eu doped ZnO cluster with and without additional defects are shown in the Fig. 4 . The presence of single Eu atom in the cluster produces spinsplitting, evident from the DOS (panel a). However, the induction of V O along with Eu (panel b) couldn't induce spin splitting and the presence of Eu ? V Zn is favorable for magnetic interactions as shown by the increases spin splitting at the E F (panel c).
For co-doping with two Eu dopants and a single Mg dopant, the electronic structure is shown in Fig. 5 , indicating that simultaneous presence of Eu and Mg induces ferromagnetic behavior even in the absence of intrinsic defects. This is obvious from the occurrence of non-zero DOS in the spin up and spin down states at the E F (panel a). We calculate the refractive index of pristine and Eu doped ZnO cluster to understand the changes in optical absorption caused by the doping. Since our main concern is to understand the change in optical properties brought about by rare earth doping, we are focusing on the Eu doped cluster to calculate the optical properties. Also, among other dopants, defects considered, Eu doped cluster showed more stability. Furthermore, rare earth dopants are found to enhance the optical properties of semiconductor materials [34, 35] . Optical properties of materials are represented by the dielectric function [36] which consists of the real and imaginary parts represented as,
The real part implies the dispersion caused by the incident photon in the material. The imaginary part can be obtained by summing over all the transitions from occupied to unoccupied states whereas the real part can be obtained from imaginary part using the kramers-kronig relations. The absorption coefficient and refractive index can be calculated from the dielectric function. The calculated refractive index n(x) and Absorption coefficient for pristine ZnO cluster and with Eu doping is shown in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively. The calculated static refractive index for the pristine and Eu doped clusters are 1.08 and 1.26 respectively. The absorption is increasing with Eu doping compared to the pristine cluster and mainly happens in the UV region, owing to the wide band gap nature of ZnO. Our results show that Eu doping is beneficial in enhancing optical absorption and gives a qualitative idea on the optical properties of the ZnO clusters. This is in accordance with previous experimental and theoretical studies which showed that presence of Eu dopant changes the optical properties of ZnO clusters [16] [17] [18] .
Conclusions
We optimized the Zn 12 O 12 cluster to find the most stable geometry, and all subsequent doping were carried out on this stabilized cluster. Our findings indicate that V Zn is more stable compared to V O and is favorable for magnetic polarization in the cluster, even in the absence of other dopants. Eu dopants are also stable with negative formation energy and were shown to induce magnetic polarization and enhanced optical properties in the cluster. While the presence of Mg atom does not induce any magnetism in the cluster, dopant-vacancy complexes were shown to strengthen the magnetic properties. Our results on the formation energy of defect complexes, magnetism, and optical properties with dopants are in line with the trends 
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